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A brief history of system development

1st Generation: CHAPEL 2nd Generation: iBELLEs Current model: iBELLEs+

The basic architecture:
・Original application based on the three tire model, 

[UI]  Java based GUI, [Logic] Original Java application,  
[Data] Relational database, Postgres
・Original protocol
Functionalities
・Sharing highlighted spots; between teacher and   

students, and among students

The basic architecture:
・Web application

[UI] Apache/html 
[Logic] PHP/CakePHP
[Data] Relational database, Postgres

Functionalities
・Sharing highlighted spots; between teacher and students ONLY

(students cannot see highlights given by classmates)

Learners’ highlightingTeacher’s annotation

Overview of the “teacher community circle” in iBELLEs+

CHAPEL, based on the principal idea of highlighting, was developed for an individual teacher’s use. Any spots highlighted by many 
students are displayed in a deeper colour so the teacher can visually recognise his/her students’ responses to the queries, which helps 
him/her rearrange or modify the initial teaching plan on a real-time basis. 

Class observations revealed its efficiency in the following ways: 
(a) teacher’s annotation serves not as a material making tool but as an adequate learning support
(b) highlight colour depth helps not just teacher’s class management but the after class recapitulation
(c) students’ peer reviewing of the highlights encourages their active learning

In iBELLEs, three distinctive colours of highlight made teachers recognise learners’ response pattern with ease. The current model, 
iBELLEs+ is equipped with an additional module encouraging inter-teacher collaboration. 

The team is confident in the feasibility of creating new e-learning cycles for EFL teachers and their learners through the next-generation system, iBELLEs++ which tries to achieve the following goals: 
(a) the sharing of the teachers’ annotation to create more effective teaching materials that best suit learners’ proficiency level; (b) the sharing of the highlighting information among the learners to 
enforce their deeper engagement with the learning materials; (c) the collaborative analysis of the learners’ highlighting tendency to make teacher groups working on common materials grasp 
correctly their students’ learning process; and (d) the improvement of the course design and teaching plans for the following classes.
Any comments are most welcome to our project to develop a new system that supports to generate new e-learning cycles creating better learning environments with better teaching materials.
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Further implications

Real-time observation of the learners’ highlighting 

giving “more effective” 
annotation to the target 
teaching materials based on 
the conclusion of the 
teachers’ collaboration.

face-to-face teaching using 
materials with annotation

before class

after class

students’ highlight (as responses 
to the query from their 
teacher)collection

real-time grasping of students’ 
learning process or level of 
understanding based on their 
highlighting distribution  

dynamic adjustment of a lesson 
plan

in class (in practice)

aggregating of highlights and storing in CSV 
format 

quantitative analysis of students’ 
highlighting to grasp their achievement

new teaching plan created from 
discussions based on a qualitative 
analysis

discussion on better annotations and 
helpful queries to encourage students’ 
active engagement to their learning 
materials

discussion among EFL 
teachers for the making of 
more effective teaching 
materials.
It should be based on the 
actual fluency of the students.

Provided by CHAPEL

Provided by iBELLEs

Provided by  iBELLEs+

Current status & activity

using the current system, iBELLEs+ in classrooms, we are 
quantitatively disclosing the pedagogical significance of the sharing of 
teachers’ annotations and collaborative analysis of the students’ 
highlighting information.

to complete the ideal e-learning cycle, we are going to implement a 
new module that drives this cycle more effectively. 

New e-Learning Cycle
based on

Highlighting Information 

A new e-learning cycle based on highlighting information 
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